
Experimental onstrution of a CCD-ompatibleastro-spetrograph at Rozhen NAOV. N. Popov D. P. DimitrovInstitute of Astronomy and NAO, Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes, BG-1784 So�avpopov�astro.bas.bg; dinko�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 15.03.2012; Aepted on 22.03.2012)Abstrat. This ommuniation is devoted to a study of the possibilities to build an astrospetrograph, apable to provide valuable data of professional quality while remaining inthe limits of a very restrited budjet.Key words: astronomial spetrosopyIntrodutionWe onsider the task of building a spetrograph as important sine our UAGS(Universal Astronomial Grating Spetrograph) is unable to be oupled tomodern ooled CCD amera. The reason is the short distane between thelast surfae of amera and its foal plane - 13 mm. Cooling of the CCD hipneeds muh greater distane from the CCD to the protetive glass in orderto avoid ondensation of moisture on the surfae of the window.Figure 1 shows the drawing of the FLI PL09000 CCD amera used atRozhen National Observatory. It is obvious, that the spaing from the inputto the CCD hip is 30 mm ï¨Ǒ more than twie the distane available at thespetrograph.

Fig. 1. Drawing of the position of the CCD hip inside the ameraBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(2), 2012



94 V. N. Popov D. P. DimitrovAs a result - medium resolition spetrosopy is pratially not availableat Rozhen NAO (Bonev, 2011)Sine ommerially available spetrographs are either expensive or notsuitable for professional appliation plenty of spetrographs were onstrutedranging from simple design (Buil, www) to �ber feeded eshelle spetrographs(Baranowski et al., www)Fortunately there is a favorable byprodut of the expansion of digitalphoto ameras in professional photography. A number of high quality optisadapted for large format photo ameras (6 x 6 or even 6 x 9 m) are left outof servie. Their �eld of view and large foal distane are well suited for usewith astro CCD ameras. And at a very reasonable prie!1 ConstrutionIn 2008 we started the work on the design of a spetrograph, based on trans-mission optis. We have 12 miron pixels of the FLI CCD and the projetionof the slit on the CCD surfae may not exeed 36-40 miron. If the foallength of the ollimator and the amera are equal, then the slit width will beof the same value. Our 60 m telesope has 7200 mm foal length and thesale is 27 ï¨Ǒ/mm, so 40 miron slit orresponds to 1.1 ï¨Ǒ on the sky. For2 m telesope the situation is even worse ï¨Ǒ at 16000 mm foal length only0.5ï¨Ǒ of the image pass through 40 miron slit. To ï¨Ǒompressï¨Ǒ the imageof the wider slit onto the CCD surfae we need to hange the ratio betweenthe foal lengths of the ollimator and the amera.

Fig. 2. Spetrograph elements transferred on the basement plateWe �xed the foal length of the amera to 180 mm, onsidering that with300 grooves per mm grating and 40 degrees angle between optial axes ofthe ollimator and amera the dispersion will be about 180 A/mm and we



Experimental spetrograph at Rozhen NAO 95an have the range of 4000 to 8000 A in the �rst order entirely situated inthe frame. At 2.15 A per pixel we an use this grating for rough spetrallassi�ation and, using software, to estimate the B-V olor.Using a grating of 1200 grooves per mm we will have dispersion of about47 A/mm and resolution 0.56 A per pixel. This will allow for better estimationof radial veloities, but at least two exposures and rotation of the grating willbe needed to over the same spetral range.

Fig. 3. Grating bearingIf an ahromati doublet with a foal length of 300 mm is used as aollimator, we an use 1.7 times larger slit, keeping the dimensions of thebeam and the spetrograph in reasonable limits.The image of the �rst spetrum was registered using the Phillips SPC900NCweb am, modi�ed for long exposures, following Steve Chambers (Chambers,www). It has pre�ashed �rmware to avoid nonlinearity introdued by thepreproessing of the image and blak and white CCD matrix.After the performane test, the onstrution was transferred to a base-ment plate together with deviating mirror, CCD webam for observation ofthe image on the slit, omparison spetrum lamp, ombined with retratablemirror designed to illuminate the slit with omparison spetrum light andstepper motors for movement of the retratable mirror and rotation of thegrating. The basement plate with elements of the spetrograph mounted isshown in Fig. 2.Testing of the onstrution lead to hanges in the grating bearing in orderto ensure the mehanial stability. This last grating bearing unit is shown inFig. 3.



96 V. N. Popov D. P. DimitrovThe tightening element an be seen in front of the unit whih �xes theangle of the grating. The handle on the left side allows to turn the gratingbearer on 180 degrees and another grating on the bak is introdued into thebeam.
Fig. 4. Part of our omparison spetrum photographed with the Coude spetrographThe omparison spetra is emitted from a stabilitron lamp SG3S, �lledwith He-Ar-Ne mixture. Its ignition voltage is 127 V and operational urrentis 5-40 mA. Figure 4 shows a part of the omparison spetrum photographedat the oude spetrograph. It an be seen, that our omparison spetrum isonsiderably less populated with lines to avoid blending at low dispersion.

Fig. 5. Experimental onstrution mounted on the 60 m telesopeThe spetrograph was mounted on the 600 m telesope for tests. This isshown in Fig.5. At the lower right orner a PL9000 CCD amera an be seen.To avoid bending of the onstrution an additional support rod was at-tahed to the ounterweight rail, as it is shown in Fig.6.



Experimental spetrograph at Rozhen NAO 97A spetrum of A2 lass star, obtained by the spetrograph, is shown innFig.7. Due to the early type of the star the Balmer series an be followed upto Hη ï¨Ǒ 3835 A.

Fig. 6. Support rod attahed to the onstrution
2 ConlusionThe aumulated experiene of designing and testing allows us to establishthat:It is possible, using a�ordable elements, to make a spetrograph suitablefor solving problems in professional astronomy.The main problem for spetral observations at 60 m telesope is guid-ing, espeially for faint objets. That is why, the ontinuation of the workon ompleting the onstrution of the spetrograph has to be preeded bythe �nalization of the remote guiding system for the telesope (Popov V.,Dimitrov D. 2010).It is possible to inrease e�ieny of the spetrograph if a foal redueris used. It will allow to got into the slit more light from the objet. It isimportant, that there is no requirement for perfet image quality on the entire�eld of view, sine the spetrograph uses only the image in the enter of the�eld.The identi�ation of all the lines of the omparison spetrum is not aneasy task in some spetral regions, beause of blending.
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Fig. 7. First spetrum - A2 type star
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